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ERRATA—VOLUME XXXIII

p. 6, Footnote 12. For “pusuant” read “pursuant.”

p. 9, Footnote 24. For “Price” read “Prince.”

p. 10, Footnote 24. For “to LEGISLATIVE” read “to as LEGISLATIVE.”

p. 12, sixth line. For “irreguar” read “irregular.”

p. 13, twenty-fourth line. For “unuseable” read “unusable.”

p. 13, Footnote 34. For “A 2d.” read “A.2d.”

p. 18, twenty-first line. For “integraed” read “integrated.”

p. 20, eighteenth line. For “electronics, research” read “electronics research.”

p. 21, Footnote 52. For “Glenn R.” read “Glenn L.”

p. 21, fifth line. For “ide-” read “inde-.”

p. 21, twenty-second line. For “futher” read “farther.”

p. 27, twenty-fourth line. Delete “in very specific terms.”

p. 36, Footnote 88. For “of corporation” read “of the corporation.”

p. 44, sixteenth line. For “these exemptions” read “this exemption.”

p. 45, Footnote 111, line 46. For “quality” read “qualify.”

p. 48, thirty-second line. For “salex” read “sales.”

p. 52, eighth line. For “court” read “Court.”

p. 54, Footnote 21. For “secregated” read “segregated.”

p. 57, twenty-seventh line. Insert “a” before “fraternal.”

p. 62, twenty-third line. For “dilema” read “dilemma.”

p. 69, twenty-fourth line. For “chilren” read “children.”

p. 70 Citation for United States v. Leary is 228 F. Supp. 467 (D. Conn. 1963), aff’d per curiam, 330 F.2d 497 (2d Cir. 1964).

p. 72, thirty-third line. Delete semicolon; insert colon.

p. 101, twenty-fifth line. For “increaed” read “increased”.

p. 126, tenth line. For “incongrous” read “incongruous”. For “purent” read “prevent.”

p. 183, Footnote 126. For “Bay Ridge decision” read “Bay Ridge decision (Simon Distributing Corp. v. Bay Ridge Civic Ass’n, Inc., 207 Md. 472, 114 A.2d 829 (1955)).”
p. 203-210: The second paragraph of Footnote 85 should be the first paragraph of Footnote 86. Thereafter, add one number to each succeeding footnote through the present Footnote 98. Thereafter, all footnotes correspond to the text except that Footnote 108.1 should be deleted.


p. 328, Footnote 9. For “804(2)” read “8.04(2).”

p. 338, Footnote 45. For “in” read “is”

p. 356, line 25. For “fact” read as “face”

p. 361-363/Running Head. For “Jurors” read “Jurors.”